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“Main Roads direct management is the only way to
go. Over the years, Main Roads gave a lot of training
in their days.  It's good to do a job like this, because
they seem to have bit more to give out.

When I started with Main Roads when I was a young
guy, they gave me the opportunity to learn how to
drive machinery and it all went from there. Where
other places you go, people don't really have that
connection of sitting down and teaching people.”

“All us fellas out here are doing a good job for the
people in the community. We feel good knowing
that they're going to have a safe road to drive on.
You have a look at that road and what they are used
to driving on ... there is lot of crosses on the side of
the road”

“The project gives Indigenous people opportunity to 
work and to have businesses on the project and to 
work on country”.

“My watercart business is something that I feel 
comfortable I can do, with the right people to guide 
me at work. It is an amazing project because very
rarely do you get projects like this, which is so big
and with so many Indigenous people working on it -
different ages, young people, people with more
experience.”

“Quite a few of us now have lost loved ones on this 
road. It really hurts to see my sons memorial site and 
we are really looking forward to this road going 
ahead and be completed. Once it’s finished we just 
hope everyone drives through safely. It's the project 
we all been waiting for.

I'm really happy to be part of the project same as 
everybody else. I think everybody is happy. The road 
will still be there for our grandchildren and their 
children. Main Roads are really and truly doing 
enough.

This year we've got good scrapers, good operators, 
and people with experience. It is pretty good to have 
family members working together on the project.”

“It's been pretty good under Main Roads. You learn
other techniques, other ways of doing things,
because you can't always do it one way.

The road is on my country all the way to my home,
I'm doing the last part of it. I wasn't the first but at
least I'm the last. That's my bit to contribute to the
community.”

“It's good to see lots of local people on the project 
and they get a little bit excited, because it's not just 
about the project itself, but it's about the long term 
plan about having that historical data, story-telling 
to say that we know who helped build the road and 
this person was there.

“There is no real direct knowledge about how they
built the road but the fact that their presence was
here and felt on this road”
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William (Willy) Ishiguchi has lived in the Kimberley most of his life. Born in Derby and raised in Broome, he has
travelled this road many times from a young kid. Willy is doing grading and final trim for subgrade level.

Graham Stol is originally from Geraldton, but now lives in Derby and is working as a watercart operator for Robbro.

Albert Clifton is from Broome and has family ties with the people at Beagle Bay with the Nyul Nyul mob. Albert owns
Warrimbah Watercart Services.

Phillip Dann Nippy, known to many as  is one of the site supervisors on the job and his role is to look after the
Indigenous side, all his countrymen.

Jamali Hunter is a grader operator who has been undertaking road maintenance for about 19 years and is part owner
of the family business, Advtech Pty Ltd. The company has three machines on site; a water truck, roller and a grader. All
operators and trainees are local Aboriginal people.

Carla Davey is a Jabirr Jabirr and Bardi woman from the Dampier Peninsula. Her role is Safety Officer on the project,
living half in Broome and half on the Dampier Peninsula. 

Main Roads remains committed to working with contractors to maximise the local Aboriginal communities'

involvement in the construction of the new road through business and employment.

For the locals, by the locals
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“The GPS is the bee's knees. It shows the whole
layout of the road. I haven't used one before, but I'm 
getting used to it now and it's a good learning curve. 
I still need to be on the ball because the signal can 
drop out, so you go back to your natural abilities”

I like it out here. It's great working with my son Basil,
he does a good job on the watercart. Good young
fella”.

“It's a pretty easy job, all the switches have name
tags, and the grader operator tells you how much
water to spray. I like driving trucks and being with
machines.

It’s good to have the opportunity to get out and
have a crack and encourage more indigenous people
to have a crack. Hopefully I am here to the end.

I like the dirt road and it’s going to be sad when it
goes. But, it will be better for local people to travel
to Broome and back. Not so much wear and tear on
their cars. But with the bitumen also comes a lot
more tourists.”

Joel says, “It's really good, I like it, and in fact I love
it! I stay in community. Getting up 3.30/4 o'clock and
finish 4.30pm. Working 10 hour days with travel back
to community. Sleep/work, sleep/work and then go
out fishing and hunting. I get four days off so I can't
complain!”

Regan says, “I get to go home every night, I can't
complain. Income is good and I'm doing
maintenance around the camp, cleaning up and
organising the signs and stuff, its good. Everybody
calls us 'Nippy Angels', we are used to it now.”

“During the wet season it's very hard to get in and
out of Broome, and the community ... we just don't
want accidents.

I’ve travelled up and down this road many times,
during the rain on the old corrugated road. Wrecking
springs, shockies, bumper bars falling off, side rails
falling off. The new road will be good for people, for
the next generation to drive up and down on, but as
long as they look after the land, that's the main
thing.

My family are very proud of me working on the
project, Albert is our son (on the project with his own
business), and we're very proud of that too.”

“It's pretty good working with Main Roads, they keep
us well informed and contact us to resolve things.
We get a bit of lead time with them, so they're
flexible.

It's been very beneficial for us because the tourism
has been down and this project provides
employment. This project meant we could buy a new
truck and ice machine. We were also able to fix and
repair other machinery in the community. We are
looking forward to the opportunity of working with
Main Roads in the future.”

“I've showed my family where I've been working and
they all had a look and they're pretty impressed and
all excited to see this all finished.

We've got people from Lombadina way and One
Arm Point, and then we've got people from around
Beagle Bay area, some people from Derby, East
Kimberley and from Broome.”
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Trevor Sibosado is from Lombadina community. He works the grader on the new section of the road working for
Lombadina Aboriginal Corporation family owned business.

Basil Sibosado from Lombadina community, which owns and operates Lombadina Aboriginal Corporation. Basil is a
watercart operator, his dad Trevor Sibosado is the grader operator, and his Aunty, Pippi (Audrey) Bin Swani is a roller
operator. Basil supplies water for all the grader operators.

 (left) has been a labourer on the project for about year. He checks the fuel tanks, water tanks, andJoel Grande
generators to make sure the water pumps are working. He also does a bit of traffic controlling and hopes to be on the
project for some time. (Phillip ‘Nippy’ Dann centre). (right) is from New Zealand and a labourer on the Regan Haimona 
project with Nirrumbuk. He found out about the project through his in-laws who stay in community.

Peter Clifton originally from Marble Bar and has been living in Broome for the last 45 years, with his partner who's one
of the Traditional Owners from the Nyul Nyul people up in Beagle Bay. Peter has been a roller driver for Roadline on
and off for about 25 years.

Anthony (Tony) Sibosado (right) works for the family owned business, Lombadina Aboriginal Corporation as the 
project manager for staff. They have four pieces of equipment, a grader, roller and watercart and a service truck. 
They've been on the project since the beginning. Darrell Sibosado (left) another brother from Lombadina, says “we 
need to get more contracts from elsewhere and to know more about the tendering process. By being contracted by 
Main Roads with our machinery it builds our reputation and people realise we do this.”

Tristan Sarah has been in the Beagle Bay community all his life, and has family connections up and down the Peninsula
and across the Kimberley. With Nimanburr and Bardi people then connected right through to Yawuru and East
Kimberley Gija. He is working as a roller operator with Roadline. Last year, he started off doing traffic control with
Kullarri Regional Communities Incorporated and working for Marra Marra on the roller and operating the service truck.

Main Roads remains committed to working with contractors to maximise the local Aboriginal communities'

involvement in the construction of the new road through business and employment.

Broome-Cape Leveque Road Upgrade
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“It's good. It's different. I like it. Trevor is a good boss
and all the other boys are really good. They give me
help and tips on the roller. This is my first time
working for Main Roads. Mark the supervisor is
always around watching us and is there for support.

Bit proud being here doing this road for all our mob.
I can tell my grandies, 'Nan was here helping'. We
built this road! I'm really enjoying it. It's really good
to see all of us together, working on this road since
it's our road to our communities.”

“Since we started we haven't found any recent active
(Bilby) burrows, only really old ones. We've got the
guys (cultural monitors) side by side with us also for
cultural monitoring. All the cultural monitors and
other workers get along well.”

My family is all on board with me getting the job and
helping getting the road sealed.”

“I'm finding it good, its something different every
day to keep ourselves occupied while working, like
helping animals across the road.

I’ve been able to get my car into the garage and now
go fishing and camping, without having to borrow a
car. I'm able to look after my mum and take her to
Broome and I'm less stressed because I've got
money and keep myself occupied.

I wake up at 4am every day and leave for work at
5am and get out there for 5.40am. It was a bit of a
challenge, but your body get used to it and I can
never just sleep in now.

My family tells me you’re doing a good job, keep it
up!”

“I love working for Main Roads, it's very flexible and
a family friendly environment. My family are very
happy and supportive. My younger siblings look up
to me and it means a lot to my family. I have a small
growing little family that I'm supporting, and being
on the project has helped me support them.

This project is probably an inspiration to everybody,
to the community. You can see that our people are
out there working and contributing to the big
project”.
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Audrey Bin Swani Pippi (known as ) is a Bard, Nimanburr woman from Lombadina community. Working with
Lombadina Aboriginal Corporation as roller operator. Trevor from Lombadina offered her a roller operater course with
Jamali Hunter.

Yoshi Akune lives in Beagle Bay and works for Nyul Nyul Rangers. He has been working for the last two years on the
project doing the Bilby monitoring and surveying as part of his role as a Traditional Owner Ranger.

Regina Sebastian is from Beagle Bay, working as a traffic controller with Kullarri Regional Communities Incorporated.

Darrellene Xavier  is from Beagle Bay community and working for Main Roads as a Business Services Officer contracted
through Nirrumbuk Aboriginal Corporation. Darrellene keeps records of everyone's hours and provides admin support
to co-workers, as well as entering data of machinery hours and safety hazards.

Main Roads remains committed to working with contractors to maximise the local Aboriginal communities'

involvement in the construction of the new road through business and employment.

Broome-Cape Leveque Road Upgrade

“At the start it was pretty tiring, until you get used it,
but now I'm finding I want to come out more each
day. It is pretty dangerous work, when people are
speeding. We have signs up there to control them.
We’ve got to think about our safety as well.

My family give me a heads up and good advice and
they are pretty proud of me working out here.”

“Family is pretty happy about the bitumen getting 
up. I mainly slow down traffic, put up signage, and 
do a bit of traffic control with the “STOP/GO” baton. 
I see myself here to the end. I’m hoping to get on 
the grader and a watercart.”

Deanne Williams is from Beagle Bay, and is a Nyul Nyul and Jabirr Jabirr woman. Working with Kullarri Regional
Communities, Deanna is doing traffic control, which includes setting up signs and making sure signs are safely placed
for road users.

Brett Gordon from the Nyul Nyul tribe in Beagle Bay and is a traffic management team leader, working for Kullarri
Regional Communities Incorporated.
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